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Dan's art is also wildly popular on housewares, textiles, mugs, napkins, coasters, and home

decor.Coffee's a great way to start the day--and the Coffee 2014 Deluxe Wall Calendar is a great

way to start the year. The twelve perky designs from Dan DiPaolo satisfy any coffee junkie's craving

for cool art related to everyone's favorite eye opener.
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I'm posting a review before I receive this item to add a helpful tip. B and N's website has more

images, including the inside and back cover. Also, there is another seller that has a higher price, so

shop around ;) I notified this seller that the images were missing but in the mean time I thought this

would help out other buyers. I was looking for a calendar to hang in my kitchen that matched my

cafe decor and this is the only one that fit the red/tan/black color scheme. I'm anal like that! I loved

the inside images and went ahead and purchased here because of the free/fast shipping.

What a way to start the day! With a hot steaming cup of delicious coffee!Each month brings a

cheerful cup of coffee for your morning "wake up" call."WITH ENOUGH COFFEE I COULD RULE

THE WORLD!"OR SIMPLY:MOCHA or CAPPUCCINO or PARISPut yourself in another world.....

while you sip.

This matches my cafe, or coffee themed kitchen perfectly. It is nice and sturdy, not the flimsy

calendars thattear easily when hung. The 12 pictures are beautiful and looks good with my other



cappacino and coffee decor.

I love this calendar. This is the 3rd year in a row I have bought the calendar which hangs up in my

kitchen. It is large and colorful. The squares have plenty of space for writing down important dates.

The color scheme and pictures look great in coffee themed kitchen or maybe even your office. I

have had other coffee calendars and some of the art was old looking and the calendar was not large

enough to actually use. Excellent calendar. Serves the purpose of dÃ©cor and functionality.

I was looking for the 2014 edition of the coffee/latte calendar that I had in 2013 and had no luck. In

my search, I found this coffee wall calendar and was pleasantly suprised. The boxes are big enough

to write in appointments, events, etc. Looks great in my kitchen which is designed with a coffee

theme.

I buy this calendar every year for my daughter. It is made with great paper. Pictures are supposed to

be painted with coffee. It is cute and clever for anyone with the coffee decor. It comes in a nice gift

envelope and has good squares for writing all of your activities. This is one gift I can always

remember. I just look for the Dan DiPaolo name and add it to the cart.

It's the perfect addition to my kitchen. I love the colors and it's far from being flimsy as some of the

previous calendars I've purchased. Great size and if you are a coffee lover like myself you will fall in

love with the images. Overall, great purchase

This calendar displays the many allures of coffee in a warm, sometimes humorous way. This is my

fourth year of purchasing this coffee calendar series and I have enjoyed all the various depictions

each month.
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